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Doubled haploid (DH) plants produced from F.1 plants fix

the genome for homozygosity after a single recombination.

Depending on the relative frequency of repulsion linkages,

additional recombination may be necessary for recovery of

desired phenotypes. Evaluations were conducted for various

traits in DH lines of barley (Hordeum vulgare ) from F1 and

F2 plants and from F2 plants selected for earliness (Fl-R,

F2-R and F2-S populations respectively). The number and

position of quantitative trait loci (QTL) detected for these

traits in hill and row plots also were determined. The

rationale was that if hill plots are reliable predictors of

row plot performance, similar QTLs should be identified.

There was significant differences in variation observed

for plant height, grain yield, 1,000 kernel weight and
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kernels per spike between the populations of F1-R and F2-R

lines. These populations did not differ significantly

however for heading date or spike length. F2-S lines were

significantly different from the other populations for all

traits except spike length and although the F2 parent plants

had been selected for earliness, the DH lines headed 0.5

days later. The F2-R population contained more individual

lines meeting individual and multiple trait criteria at a

20% selection intensity. However, these advantages were

modest. This may be due to the paucity of repulsion linkages

for targeted traits, as revealed by QTL analysis.

Significant QTL effects were detected for plant height,

heading date, grain yield and 1,000 kernel weight in hill

plot assessment of 100 F1- derived lines. Although more QTLs

were identified in row plot evaluations, numerous coincident

support intervals were also detected. The maximum number of

coincident QTLs were detected for heading date and plant

height. There was some consistency in detection of 1,000

kernel weight QTLs, but no QTLs were detected for grain

yield in the hill plots that directly corresponded to QTLs

in row plots. Thus, if row plot performance is indeed the

best measure of genotype value, hill plots would be useful

only in assessment of heading date, plant height and 1,000

kernel weight. Competitive relationships in hill plots did

not lead to the detection of new QTLs or alternative

favorable alleles at coincident QTLs.
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Chapter 1

Effects of Selection, Recombination and Plot Type on

Phenotypic and Quantitative Trait Locus Analyses in Barley

(Hordeum vulgare L.).



INTRODUCTION 2

Doubled haploid systems are a particularly fast method

for advancing heterozygous breeding lines to homozygosity

and are being increasingly employed in applied plant

breeding. In barley both gynogenetic and androgenetic

systems are available and the potential efficiencies of the

androgenetic systems are highly attractive (reviewed by

Pickering and Devaux, 1992). However, genotype specificity

and culture-induced variation plague current androgenetic

protocols. As a consequence, the H. bulbosum technique

remains the preferred method, particularly with the higher

efficiencies achieved with in-vitro floret culture (Chen and

Hayes, 1989).

For both breeding and mapping, random gamete sampling

is of key concern. The H. bulbosum technique has been

demonstrated to produce random samples of F2 gametes (Sch6n

et al. 1990) and mapping populations with minimal

segregation distortion (Kleinhofs et al. 1993). Significant

segregation distortion has been reported in anther culture

derived DH populations (Graner et al. 1991). The F1

generation is typically employed as a gamete donor for

production of DH breeding lines. The lines thus produced are

the result of only one round of recombination. In the

presence of repulsion linkages, deriving DH lines from the

F1 may preclude recovery of desirable recombinants (Riggs

and Snape, 1977). In such a situation it may be more
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advantageous to produce the DH lines from a generation more

advanced than the F1. This would allow more opportunities

for recombination and the breakup of repulsion linkages

(Snape and Simpson, 1981). Doubled haploid breeding based

on F1 plants samples gametes from a homogeneous population

of heterozygous plants. Deriving DH lines from the F2 or

more advanced generation would allow selection to be applied

on the source population. In this case the individuals would

produce a selected rather than random sample of gametes for

haplodization (Choo et al. 1982; Yonezawa et al. 1987).

The North American Barley Genome Mapping Project

(NABGMP) has produced a genetic map using a population of

F1-derived doubled haploids (Kleinhofs et al. 1993). A

tabulation of quantitative trait loci (QTL) positions,

effects and environmental interaction for agronomic traits

was reported by Hayes et al. (1993). A paucity of adjacent

QTLs showing repulsion linkages for heading date, plant

height, grain yield and thousand kernel weight were observed

in this cross.

Agronomic trait characters such as plant height,

heading date and grain yield typically mapped to coincident

intervals. Whether this is due to tight linkage or

pleiotropy cannot be determined at this point. It appears

that there were often causal relationships, such as Morex

contributing a larger value allele for plant height, which

lead to increased lodging and consequently a yield QTL where
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Steptoe contributed the larger value allele. Genetic

analysis of quantitative trait variation requires extensive

evaluations which may demand substantial resources assuming

evaluation of numerous lines in row plots. Hill plots are an

alternative to row plots for such evaluations. Replicated

hill plots have been reported to be effective for

differentiating among lines for numerous agronomic traits

(Tekrony et al. 1987; Pfeiffer and Pilcher, 1989).

The objective of study 1 was to examine variation among

DH lines derived from F1 plants, a random sample of F2

plants and F2 plants selected for earliness. This addresses

the extra round of recombination among parental genotypes in

the F2-derived lines plus that of selection within source

populations prior to doubled haploid production. The results

of this investigation are presented in Chapter 2.

The utility of hill plots was addressed in terms of the

consistency of quantitative trait locus detection. The

objective was to determine if QTL effects detected in row

plot evaluations could also be detected in hill plot

evaluations. If so, hill plots would be validated as a

useful tool for phenotype assessment. There was also an

interest in determining if hill plots reveal new QTLs, and

if there were any changes in favorable alleles at QTLs

common to both plot types. The QTLs revealed in combined

hill plot analysis of 100 F1-derived lines were compared

with those revealed in five environments each of row plots
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evaluated in 1991 and 1992. The results of this

investigation are presented in Chapter 3.
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ABSTRACT

Doubled haploid (DH) breeding schemes are often based

on F2 gametes. That is, F1 plants serve as gamete donors.

It has been argued, primarily on theoretical grounds, that

additional recombination could increase the probability of

recovering desired genotypes. Likewise, pre-selection of

gamete donors might shift the performance of the resulting

progeny in a desired direction. The objectives of this

investigation, therefore, were to (i) quantify the effects

of an additional recombination by comparing agronomic trait

phenotypes of F1 and F2-derived DH progeny and (ii) assess

the effectiveness of pre-anthesis selection for maturity in

a population of F2-derived DH lines. All DH lines were

derived from the cross "Steptoe"/"Morex". Phenotypic

assessments were conducted on 250 DH lines: 100 F1-derived

(F1-R) lines representing a subset of the 150 lines used in

previous genome mapping studies; 100 random F2-derived (F2-

R) lines; and 50 F2-derived (F2-S) lines from selected

gamete donors. These 250 genotypes, plus parents, were

evaluated in six-replicate hill plots at two locations for

plant height, heading date, grain yield, spike length,

kernels per spike and 1,000 kernel weight. For many traits,

population means, variances, and individual line attributes

were similar. For grain yield, the population distribution

of the F2-R was significantly different from the other two
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populations, and within the F2-R population there were more

individual lines with favorable single and two-character

attributes. The F2-S was not significantly earlier than

either of the other two populations. The advantages gained

by sampling F3 rather than F2 gametes are not directly

attributable to a breakup of repulsion linkages, as a genome

map-based QTL analysis of the F1-derived material revealed a

paucity of such associations. Whatever the underlying

mechanism, more agronomically desirable lines were found in

the F2-derived population. However, these advantages were

fairly modest, and have to be weighed against differences in

trait expression in hill vs. row plots, plus the delay and

logistics of dealing with a segregating F2 rather than

homogeneous F1 population.

Key words: Doubled haploids - quantitative trait locus

hill plot.
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INTRODUCTION

Doubled haploid systems provide the most rapid method

for the advancement of heterozygous breeding lines to

homozygosity and have been utilized in a variety of crops.

In barley, both gynogenetic and androgenetic haploid

production systems are available. There is evidence that

the H. bulbosum method, a gynogenetic system based on

chromosome elimination, allows for more random gamete

sampling, and consequently less segregation distortion, than

currently available androgenetic protocols (Sch8n et al.

1990; Graner et al. 1991; Zivy et al. 1992).

At Oregon State University, the production of DH barley

breeding lines and genome mapping populations has been based

exclusively on F2 gamete donors (Fl plants). While this is

reasonable for the latter stocks, it has been suggested that

variety development programs postpone DH production until a

later generation (Snape, 1976; Riggs and Snape, 1977). This

would allow for breakup of repulsion linkages and additional

opportunities to generate new allelic configurations at

unlinked loci (Snape and Simpson, 1981; Choo et al. 1982).

Patel et al. (1985) reported conventionally-derived F4

lines to be superior to F1-derived DH lines for a number of

characters, and attributed this to the additional rounds of

recombination. Bjornstad (1987), however, argued that

residual heterozygosity, selection, or dominance, were more
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likely explanations for the superiority of the F4 lines.

Snape et al. (1992) stated that elimination of weaker

genotypes, not additional rounds of recombination, could

account for the greater agronomic fitness of a single seed

descent population compared with an F1-derived DH

population. F1-based DH production samples a homogeneous

population of heterozygous plants. F2-based DH production

would also allow for pre-anthesis selection of gamete

donors, which in turn should increase the frequency of

target alleles in the progeny populations (Snape and

Simpson, 1981; Choo et al. 1982; Yonezawa et al. 1987).

The North American Barley Genome Mapping Project

(NABGMP) has recently published a medium density genome map

(Kleinhofs et al. 1993) based on a population of 150 F1-

derived DH lines from the cross of a Western U.S. six-row

spring feed barley "Steptoe" with a six-row Midwestern U.S.

spring malting barley "Morex". Hayes et al. (1993)

reported the chromosome locations of Quantitative Trait Loci

(QTL) for a range of agronomic and malting quality traits in

this same material, allowing for an assessment of positive

and negative QTL associations. These data provide a

reference regarding the relative frequency of repulsion

associations that could be used to interpret observed

phenotypic differences between F1 and F2-derived DH lines

from the same genetic background. Accordingly, two

additional populations were developed from the cross of
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Steptoe x Morex: a population of DH lines randomly derived

from F2 plants and a population of DH lines derived from

selected F2 plants. The objective was to use these stocks

to determine the effects of additional recombination and

selection in terms of key agronomic trait phenotypes.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Two six-row, spring habit cultivars "Steptoe" and

"Morex" were crossed to generate source material for DH line

production. Steptoe is a high yielding, broadly adapted

six-row Coast-type feed barley selected from the cross of

"WA3564"/"Unitan" (Muir and Nilan, 1973). "Morex", a

midwestern six-row Manchurian-type, is the North American

six-row malting quality standard. It was developed at the

University of Minnesota from the cross of "Cree"/"Bonanza"

(Rasmusson and Wilcoxson, 1979). Three DH populations were

used in these investigations. The F1 -R consisted of a

subsample of 100 lines from the F1- derived population

described by Kleinhofs et al. (1993) and Hayes et al.

(1993) .

The two additional populations were developed with the

in vitro floret culture technique (Chen and Hayes, 1989)

that was used to generate the F1-R. The 100 F2-R lines were

derived from 45 F2 plants derived by selfing F1 plants used

to produce the F1 -R. F2 plants were grown under greenhouse

conditions of 16h light:8h dark and at an average day/night

temperature of 23°C. The number of doubled haploids derived

from each individual F2 varied from one to six. Fifty F2-S

lines were generated from the first 25 to head out of a

total population of 250 F2 plants (i.e. earliest 10's) grown

under similar greenhouse conditions. The number of doubled
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haploids derived from individual F2 plants varied from one

to four. The F1 -R, F2-R and F2-S populations, together with

the Steptoe and Morex parents, were evaluated at two

locations in Oregon: Corvallis, and Klamath Falls. Due to

the large number of experimental units and limited seed

supply, these stocks were evaluated in six-replicate

randomized complete blocks of hill plots at each location.

Plots were spaced 30cm apart and the seeding rate was 10

seeds per hill.

The following agronomic phenotypes were measured at

each location: grain yield on six replications; plant height

and heading date on four replications; and spike length,

kernels per spike, and 1,000 kernel weight on samples from

two replications. Data were analyzed with the Statistical

Analysis System (SAS Institute, 1987) using the GLM option

in cases of imbalance. The significance of genotype x

environment interaction was tested using the procedure of

Azzalini and Cox (1984). Population frequency distributions

were compared in terms of the Kolmogorov- Smirnov (SAS

manual, 1987) and Wilcoxon-rank-sum tests (SAS manual, 1987)

and chi square tests were used to test hypotheses regarding

the number of single and multiple character phenotypes in

each population.
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RESULTS

Stand establishment and plant development of the

populations were excellent at both locations. However, poor

germination of the parental lines, Steptoe and Morex, in all

replications at Klamath Falls led to low numbers of plants

per hill plot and consequently biased yield estimates. It

is, however, not likely the altered competitive

relationships within these plots had as profound an effect

on the expression of the other agronomic traits.

Nonetheless, data on the parental lines were not included in

the combined-location analyses of variance. The sums of

squares for entries (249 df) were partitioned into

generation and population terms.

As shown in Tables 1.1 and 1.2 all main effects were

significant sources of variation (p = 0.05), except for the

generation effect for heading date. Likewise, all

interaction effects were significant (p = 0.05). Closer

examination of these interaction effects revealed that the

interaction for grain yield was due to a change in rank, or

crossover interaction. Yields for all populations were

higher at Corvallis than at Klamath Falls. However, the F2-

S population was significantly higher yielding at Corvallis

than the F2-R and the F1 -R, while at Klamath Falls it was

significantly lower yielding than either of the other two

populations. The responses of the Fl-R and F2-R were
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parallel. This crossover interaction was significant (p

0.01) by the test of Azzalini and Cox (1984). The

population x environment and generation x environment

interaction terms for other agronomic traits were invariably

due to a difference in the magnitude of response. Apparent

crossovers were not significant according to the Azzalini

and Cox test. Thus, the subsequent analyses were based on

two-location means.

The relative magnitude of within versus between-family

variances in the F2-derived lines was assessed using a

subsample of 45 of the F2-R lines, where there were at least

three DH lines derived from each F2 parent. As expected,

the between-family mean squares and interaction effects were

substantially larger than the within-family mean squares

(Table 1.3). The magnitude of this difference is, in part,

attributable to the limited number of lines derived from

each F2 parent. Nonetheless these data underscore the added

complexity introduced by producing doubled haploids from F2

rather than F1 plants.

Trait means for each population, the mid-parent value,

and the parental means (except for grain yield) are shown in

Table 1.4. Unless otherwise specified, differences were not

significant at p = 0.05. For plant height, population means

were significantly different reaching a maximum with the F2-

R and a minimum with the F2-S. For heading date, the F2-5

was significantly later than either the F1 -R or the F2-R.
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The biological meaning of this difference (0.5 days) is

debatable. It does, however, mean that selection for

heading date in the gamete donors was entirely ineffective

in generating a population of earlier maturing progeny.

The F2-R was significantly higher yielding and had a

significantly lower 1,000 kernel weight than either of the

other two populations. The F1 -R had a significantly fewer

kernels per spike mean than either of the other two

populations.

In the context of selection response in a barley

breeding program, population frequency distributions and the

performance of individual lines are of greater interest than

population means. Population frequency distributions for

plant height, heading date and grain yield are shown in

Figure 1.1 and those for spike length, kernels per spike and

1000 kernel weight are shown in Figure 1.2. Large numbers

of transgressive phenotypes are apparent in each

distribution, but when these distributions were compared

using Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Wilcoxon-rank-sum tests, the

only significant difference detected was for grain yield in

the comparisons of the F2-R vs. the Fl-R and the F2-S.

Phenotypic correlations of agronomic traits within each

of the three populations (Table 1.5) were fairly modest and

did not differ so markedly between populations as to suggest

major changes in configuration of alleles at linked loci.

In general, late plants were usually taller, had longer
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spikes, more kernels per spike, and lower 1,000 kernel

weights. Grain yield showed modest, positive correlations

with spike length and kernels per spike, and the latter two

traits showed the highest positive correlations. Notable

exceptions to patterns of trait relationship were in the F2-

S vs. the F1 -R and the F2-R and could be attributable to

differences in population size. The positive associations

of plant height/kernel weight, spike length/kernel weight,

and spike length/kernels per spike in the F2-S contrasted

with negative associations in the F2-R and the F1 -R.

From a plant breeding perspective, the frequency of

favorable lines for individual characters and character

combinations is probably the key issue. With the exception

of grain yield in the F2-R vs. the F1 -R and the F2-S,

population means and distributions were not significantly

different and thus searching the tails of distributions for

transgressive phenotypes must be approached with some

caution. Nonetheless, based on the significance of

population mean squares and the standard errors of line

means, selection intensities of 20% can be addressed with

some confidence.

Comparisons were made of the number of lines

contributed by each population (Fl-R, F2-R, and F2-S), given

a 20% selection intensity applied to the total pool of 250

DH lines for height, maturity, grain yield, kernels per

spike, and 1,000 kernel weight. High values were considered
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desirable for yield and yield components. Low values

(earliness) were considered desirable for maturity. For

plant height, the 50 DH lines were selected that were

closest to the mid-parent value. The parents are within the

realm of agronomic preference for plant height and excesses

at either tail would not be acceptable for production

agriculture.

No population produced lines with all possible 4 or 5

trait combinations. Of the possible three character

combinations, there were two lines in the F1 -R population

that met the combined height, yield, and 1,000 kernel weight

criteria and one line that met the height, kernels per

spike, and 1,000 kernel weight criteria. In the F2-R, there

were three lines in each of two three character

combinations: heading date, grain yield, and kernels per

spike and yield, kernels per spike, and 1,000 kernel weight.

In the F2-S, despite the smaller sample size, at least one

line was produced by the F2-S for each three character

combination except height, yield and kernel weight and

yield, kernels per spike and kernel weight. The number of

lines in each population meeting single and two-trait

criteria are presented in Table 1.6.

For the 1 df Chi square comparisons, the number of

lines contributed by the F2-S were adjusted for sample size.

In terms of two character combinations, the populations

produced comparable numbers of lines, as underscored by the
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Chi-square tests, where the only significant deviation from

expected numbers was that for the Fl-R vs. the F2-S for

plant height and grain yield. For single character

criteria, significantly more high yielding lines were

produced by a random sampling of F3 gametes than by random

sampling of F2 gametes or by selection of F3 gametes. For

kernels per spike, random sampling of F3 gametes was more

effective than random sampling of the F2 gametes, while

random sampling of F2 gametes was more effective in

producing lines with higher 1,000 kernel weight. Otherwise,

the number of meioses and selection had no effect on the

number of lines for single traits.

Although this cross of a western US six-row feed barley

x a midwestern six-row malt barley is wider than what most

breeders would make with an expectation to recover a

variety, it is of interest to compare the populations in

terms of number of lines produced that fall within one and

two standard deviations of the locally adapted parent

(Steptoe) for plant height and heading date and that would

be chosen at 20% selection intensities. This comparison was

made for the Fl-R and F2-R populations because of the

smaller population size of the F2-S. Within one standard

deviation of Steptoe for plant height and heading date, and

at a 20% selection intensity, four lines would be selected

from the F1 -R and five lines from the F2-R.
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DISCUSSION

The additional opportunity for recombination did not

lead to large differences in performance for agronomic

characters between the DH populations derived at random from

F1 and F2 plants. On average, the F2-derived population was

significantly taller, higher yielding, and had more kernels

per spike and had a lower kernel weight than the Frderived

population. However, population frequency distributions

were comparable for all traits except grain yield. In terms

of multiple and single character combinations at a 20%

selection intensity, more favorable lines were found in the

F2-R population. Pre-anthesis selection for early heading

date was ineffective in shifting the mean of the resulting

progeny. In fact, on a population mean basis, the F2-S was

significantly later than either of the other two

populations.

The marginal advantages gained from postponing the

generation of DH production have to be weighed against the

loss of one generation and the additional complications of

sampling a segregating as opposed to a homogeneous

population. Finally, there is the issue of trait expression

in hill vs. row plots. There is a general consensus that

hill plot phenotypes are reliable predictors of row plot

performance for heading date, plant height, and yield

components (Tragoonrung et al. 1990), but the utility of
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hill plots for grain yield selection is still debated

(Pfeiffer and Pilcher, 1989; St.-Martin et al. 1990). In

Chapter 2, we report that hill plots are nearly as effective

as row plots in detecting QTLs for plant height, heading

date, and 1,000 kernel weight, but not as effective in

detecting yield QTLs. Whether this is attributable to

higher experimental error or to altered competitive

relationships is not known. Bearing these factors in mind,

in terms of grain yield and agronomic characters, there is

little to recommend postponing the generation of DH

derivation or pre-anthesis selection of gamete donors for

early heading.

Postponing the generation of DH derivation has been

recommended on the grounds that it would provide additional

opportunities for breaking repulsion linkages (Snape and

Simpson, 1981; Choo et al. 1982). Some of the failure to

detect significant benefits from an additional round of

recombination may be attributable to the phenotypes that

were assessed in this investigation. Thousand kernel weight

and kernels per spike were not among the QTL traits analyzed

by Hayes et al. (1993), but as discussed in Chapter 3,

thousand kernel weight QTLs were coincident with grain yield

QTLs and in all cases favorable alleles were contributed by

Steptoe. Plant height, heading date, and grain yield QTLs

were mapped in this population by Hayes et al. (1993). In

general, QTL peaks and support intervals for these traits
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were coincident or overlapping rather than adjacent,

suggesting either tight linkage, pleiotropy, or causal

relationships. Of the four genome regions where yield QTL

were detected, three corresponded directly to plant height

or maturity effects where the larger value allele was

contributed by the opposite parent.

A more rigorous test of the merit of postponing

selection would be to assess populations from adapted x

exotic crosses, or to assess other phenotypes in narrower

crosses. In this population, for example, Hayes et al.

(1993) described a number of instances of adjacent QTLs for

grain yield and malt extract, where favorable alleles were

contributed by contrasting parents. The amount of seed

required for malt analyses and the cost of such analyses

precluded assessment of these phenotypes in this

experiments. However, these assessments will be conducted

in future experiments using more sub-samples of the F1 -R,

F2-R, and F2-S populations.
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Table 1.1. Mean squares from the combined analysis of variance for plant height,
heading date and grain yield.

Source of variation d.f. plant height heading date (df) grain yield

Loc 1 18120.20** 2969.49** 15160.51**

Rep (loc) 6 1016.46** 71.33** (10) 2106.66**

Among Entries 249 544.02** 108.01** 1807.04**
Among Fl-R lines 99 559.15** 100.86** 1553.44 **

Among F2-R lines 99 576.85** 107.05** 2031.79**
Among F2-S lines 49 395.82** 125.93** 1443.72**
generation 2 1800.57** 0.25 17832.40**

Entries * Location 249 95.08** 12.71** 757.44 **

F1 -R * loc 99 89.41** 13.82** 571.93**
F2-R * loc 99 87.53** 9.92** 868.75**
F2-S * loc 49 109.09** 27.22** 671.27**
generation * loc 2 582.02** 98.71** 6956.92**

Error 1494 21.77 3.77 (2490) 294.30

** Significant at the 0.01 probability level.



Table 1.2. Mean squares from the combined analysis of variance for kernels per
spike, spike length and thousand kernel weight.

Source of variation d.f. kernels / spike spike length kernel weight

Loc 1 14115.05** 358.80** 456.98**

Rep (loc) 2 35.79** 3.99** 10.96*

Ent 249 129.74** 4.49** 58.99**
Fl-R 99 135.86** 4.64** 58.86**
F2-R 99 135.84** 5.05** 51.29**
F2-S 49 84.76** 2.95** 53.38**
generation 2 627.49** 7.28* 627.49**

Ent * loc 249 100.69** 1.42** 33.16**
F1 -R * loc 99 91.02** 1.51** 17.63**
F2-R * loc 99 111.77** 1.62** 17.14**
F2-S * loc 49 99.21** 0.83** 20.02**
generation * loc 2 66.58 1.95 1916.63**

Error 498 6.87 0.45 3.38

** Significant at the 0.01 probability level.
* Significant at the 0.05 probability level.



Table 1.3. Mean squares from the combined analysis of variance of a random sample of
45 DH lines produced from 15 F2 plants (3 DH lines per F2 plant) for plant
height, heading date and grain yield.

Source of variation d.f. plant height heading date (df) grain yield

Loc 1 3484.4444 133.2250 760.8907

Loc (Rep) 6 166.2963 9.8880 (10) 662.0019

Entry 44 392.9861** 91.6816** 1928.1476**
between family 14 845.0694** 114.6004** 3995.4439**
within family 30 182.0139** 80.9861** 963.4093**

Loc * Entry 44 79.8990** 8.1455** 902.8945**
Loc * between family 14 124.7718** 10.9274** 2021.2836**
Loc * within family 30 58.9583** 6.8472** 380.9796*

Error 264 23.2565 2.7649 (440) 306.9473

** Significant at the 0.01 probability level.
* Significant at the 0.05 probability level.

w0



Table 1.4 Phenotype means for six agronomic traits measured in three DH populations
(F1 -R, F2-R and F2-S) and parental lines. Data are averages over two
environments with the exception of grain yield for the parental lines which
is from one environment only.

Plant
height
(cm)

Heading
date

(days after
planting)

Grain
yield
(gm/plot)

Spike
length
(cm)

1000
Kernel
weight
(grams)

Kernels
per
spike

Steptoe

Morex

Mid-parent

Population
mean

F1 -R

F2-R

F2-S

99.4

100.0

99.7

102.6

103.28

104.1
b

100.4c

62.1

60.8

61.4

63.1

62.88

62.98

63.5
b

#
75.2'

#
62.5'

#
68.8'

62.3

60.58

66.2
b

60.2a

8.3

8.5

8.4

7.8

7.98

8.08

7.68

50.5

53.0

51.8

47.7

48.7a

46.3
b

48.28

62.0

67.5

64.8

61.0

59.18

61.9
b

61.9
b

DH population means within a column having the same letter are not significant
at the 0.051 probability level according to F protected LSD tests.
Represents parental line yields from Corvallis only.



Table 1.5. Phenotypic correlations among six agronomic traits measured in three
DH populations. Data are averages across two environments.

Heading
date

Grain
yield

Spike
length

Kernel
weight

Kernels
per spike

Plant Fl-R 0.38 0.09 0.48 -0.24 0.28

height F2-R 0.29 0.24 0.57 -0.12 0.35
F2-S 0.37 0.17 0.49 0.34 0.25

Heading F1 -R -0.18 0.08 -0.43 0.15
date F2-R 0.01 0.25 -0.44 0.25

F2-S -0.03 0.31 -0.10 0.34

Grain F1 -R 0.09 0.15 0.02

yield F2-R 0.16 0.23 0.09
F2-S 0.01 0.08 -0.10

Spike F1 -R -0.31 0.69

length F2-R -0.24 0.71
F2-S 0.25 0.54

Kernel F1 -R -0.28
weight F2-R -0.23

F2-S 0.10



Table 1.6. Number of lines in the top 20% of the entire population of 250 DH lines
originating from each of F1 -R, F2-R and F2-S for individual and combinations of
traits. Numbers for plant height are 50 lines within the mid-parent value and
data represent averages over two environments. F2-S numbers are adjusted for the
1 d.f Chi square comparisons.

a b c d e a+b b+c a+c d+e

F1 -R 20 18 14 13 26 3 3 4 2

F2-R 17 22 30 25 11 3 7 2 3

F2-S 13 10 6 12

x2 values

13 5 4 0 1

Comparisons

F1 -R vs F2-R 0.24 0.40 5.82* 3.79* 6.08* 0.0 1.6 0.7 0.2

F1 -R vs F2-S 1.49 0.11 0.15 3.27 0.00 0.5 0.1 4.0* 0.3

F2-R vs F2-S 0.53 0.10 7.71** 0.02 6.08 0.5 0.8 2.0 1.0

a = 20% of lines (50 lines) within mid-parent value for plant height
b = top 20% for heading date (early heading)
c = top 20% for grain yield, d = top 20% for kernels per spike
e = top 20% for 1000 kernel weight
* and ** significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability level respectively
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Figure 1.2
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CHAPTER 3

Effects of Plot Type on Detection of Quantitative Trait

Locus Effects in Barley (Hordeum vulgare L.).
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ABSTRACT

Hill plot evaluation offers the advantage of testing

large germplasm arrays in a limited area and with a minimum

amount of seed. The question of trait expression in hill vs.

row plots is difficult to resolve experimentally, and

despite numerous investigations employing a range of test

statistics, there is no clear consensus as to the

effectiveness of hill plots for evaluation of complex

quantitative phenotypes. Recent development of quantitative

trait locus (QTL) analysis procedures makes it possible to

test hypotheses regarding the location of genes underlying

quantitative phenotypes. It also offers an alternative way

of testing hypotheses regarding the level of coincident gene

effects in divergent phenotype evaluation systems. The

objective of this research was to compare hill and row plots

in terms of QTL detection for a range of agronomic traits in

barley (Hordeum vulgare ). Specifically, the number of

common QTLs, the number of plot type-specific QTLs, and the

degree of alternative favorable allele expression at a QTL

were determined for plant height, heading date, grain yield,

and 1,000 kernel weight. Assessments were based on phenotype

data sets of 100 F1-derived doubled haploid progeny from the

cross of "Steptoe"/"Morex". Two environments of hill plot

data and two sets of multiple-environment row plot data were

employed. Common large-effect QTLs for height, heading
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date, and 1,000 kernel weight were detected in the two plot

types. Fewer QTLs were detected in the hill plot data set.

Only one grain yield QTL was detected in the hill plot data

and the peak was adjacent to the confidence interval for the

largest effect QTL detected in the row plots. There were,

however, no hill plot-specific QTL effects. Environment-

specific QTLs were detected in the row plot evaluations, as

was a case of alternative favorable alleles at a QTL. There

were no cases of alternative favorable alleles at QTL in the

hill vs. row-plot comparisons. Hill plot assessments would

appear to be best suited to highly heritable characters such

as plant height, heading date, and 1,000 kernel weight.

Evaluation of grain yield may best be deferred until larger

experimental units can be employed.

Key words: quantitative trait locus - doubled haploids

hill plots.
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INTRODUCTION

Hill plots are an attractive phenotype assessment

option for small grains germplasm when one is faced with

large germplasm arrays and limited seed and/or land

(McFerson and Frey, 1990). The underlying issue, of course,

is the level of coincident trait expression between hill and

row plots. In general, there is a consensus that hill plots

provide effective discrimination for highly heritable

traits, such as maturity and plant height, but there is

considerable disagreement as to their effectiveness for

traits such as grain yield. The issue is not easily

addressed from an experimental standpoint.

An advantage of hill plots is that their limited

spatial requirements minimize field heterogeneity when large

numbers of lines are evaluated. However, in an empirical

comparison of row vs. hill plots, the number of entries must

be minimized in order not to unduly bias the performance of

the row plots. Despite the variety of test statistics

employed in comparing data from adjacent hill and row plot

experiments - the number of lines in common at given

selection intensities (Tragoonrung et al. 1990),

correlations of various sorts (St.-Martin et al. 1990) and

coefficients of variation (Pfeiffer and Pilcher, 1989)

there is still no consensus as to the relative merit of the

two plots types.
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The recent development of medium density genome mapping

techniques has allowed for estimation of the chromosome

location of genes underlying quantitative phenotypes.

Quantitative Trait Loci (QTLs) for a range of agronomic and

malting quality traits in barley were described by Hayes et

al. (1993), based on the medium density map reported by

Kleinhofs et al. (1993). Hayes et al. (1993) employed

conservative criteria for identifying QTL peaks and support

intervals for average performance in multiple environments,

based on the rationale that chromosome locations of QTLs are

not necessarily definitive and that average performance is a

more commonly employed selection criteria than environment-

specific adaptation. Paterson et al. (1991b) explored the

issue of environment-specific and average-effect QTLs and

argued that stability would be achieved by simultaneous

selection for both types.

Finally, there is the issue of QTL resolution.

Interval mapping procedures, such as those employed by Hayes

et al. (1993) and Paterson et al. (1991b) may, in the

presence of linked QTLs, incorrectly locate QTL peaks

(Edwards et al. 1992). Thus, until QTL effects are

validated in selection response experiments and intervals

narrowed in more detailed analyses, the chromosome locations

of detected effects can only be considered approximate.

Nonetheless, QTL analysis does allow for more rigorous

testing of hypotheses regarding quantitative phenotypes than
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was previously possible, and should provide an alternative

approach to assessing the merit of different phenotype

evaluation procedures. Thus, if row plot performance is

accepted as the appropriate measure of genotype performance,

and if hill plot assessment is as effective as row plot

assessment, then hill plot data should reveal QTLs of

comparable magnitude and location. The effectiveness of

hill plot assessment for any given character could thus be

measured in terms of the number of common QTLs identified.

Alternative favorable alleles at a QTL would indicate

that genotypes are responding differentially to the two plot

systems, and QTLs detected only in row plots would indicate

either an environment-specific effect unique to row plots or

perhaps an effect that should be considered before

implementing molecular marker assisted selection. These

hypotheses were tested using agronomic trait data derived

from a set of doubled haploid (DH) lines evaluated in both

hill and row plot experiments.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Two six-row, spring habit cultivars "Steptoe" and

"Morex" were crossed to generate source material for DH line

production. Steptoe is a high yielding, broadly adapted

six-row Coast-type feed barley selected from the cross of

"WA3564"/"Unitan" (Muir and Nilan, 1973). "Morex", a

midwestern six-row Manchurian-type, is the North American

six-row malting quality standard. It was developed at the

University of Minnesota from the cross of "Cree"/"Bonanza"

(Rasmusson and Wilcoxson, 1979). 100 F1 derived DH lines

were chosen at random from the population of 150 lines used

for previous linkage map construction (Kleinhofs et al.

1993) and QTL analysis (Hayes et al. 1993). The production

of these H. bulbosum-derived lines, linkage map

construction, and QTL analysis procedures were described in

detail by Kleinhofs et al. (1993) and Hayes et al. (1993).

The 100 F1 derived lines were evaluated, together with

an additional 150 DH lines and the two parents, in six-

replicate hill plot evaluations at Corvallis and Klamath

Falls, Oregon in 1992. Plots were spaced 30cm apart and the

seeding rate was 10 seeds per hill. The results of the

experiment, in terms of population performance, are

presented in Chapter 2. For the purposes of this study

however, only data from the 100 F1-derived lines were used.

The following agronomic phenotypes were measured at each of
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the locations: grain yield on six replications; plant height

and heading date on four replications; and kernel weight on

samples from two replications. Multi- environment phenotype

means were used for QTL analysis of these data. Row plot

phenotypes were based on the evaluation of the full

population of 150 lines at multiple locations. All five

environments where the population was evaluated in 1991 were

used for the assessment of plant height, maturity and grain

yield: Aberdeen, Idaho; Klamath Falls, Oregon; Pullman,

Washington; and both dryland and irrigated experiments at

Bozeman, Montana.

A second set of row plot phenotypes was based on five

locations where the population was evaluated in 1992:

Tetonia, Idaho; Pullman, Washington; an irrigated experiment

at Bozeman, Montana; Ithaca, New York; and Guelph, Ontario.

This represents a subset of the 11 environments where the

population was evaluated in 1992, and these five

environments were chosen because they cumulatively revealed

a maximum number of QTL (data not shown). Data on 1,000

kernel weight were not available for any of the 1991

environments and were only available for one of the

previously described 1992 environments. As a consequence,

the 1,000 kernel weight comparisons are based on a second

row plot data set, where data were obtained from Guelph,

Ontario; Outlook, Saskatchewan; Saskatoon, Saskatchewan;

Brandon, Manitoba; and Corvallis, Oregon.
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For all data sets, phenotypes for the 100 lines were

analyzed using the 123-point map based on 150 progeny that

was employed by Hayes et al. (1993). QTL analyses were

performed using QTL-STAT (B.H. Liu and S.J. Knapp,

unpublished). The QTL parameters were estimated by using

least squares interval mapping methods (Haley and Knott

1992; Knapp et al. 1990). QTL genotype means were estimated

and the hypothesis of "no QTL" was tested against the

hypothesis of "one QTL" for every marker bracket. Instead

of estimating QTL parameters and test statistics at 1 cM

intervals within every marker bracket and selecting the

location which maximized the likelihood ratio or minimized

the error sums of squares, as is often done when interval

mapping, in this procedure QTL location is estimated

directly using non-linear least squares (Knapp et al. 1990).

Hypotheses about QTL and QTL x E effects were tested using

Wald statistics (Knapp, 1989; Knapp and Bridges, 1990).

QTL effects and QTL x E effects were considered

significant if they exceed a Wald statistic of 10.0, which

is approximately equal to p = 0.001. We specified Wald

Support Intervals (WSIs) > 901 at Wald = 10, following the

LOD Support Interval (LSI) concept described by van Ooijen

(1992).
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RESULTS

Plant development in the hill plots was excellent, with

one exception. Poor germination of the parental lines

Steptoe and Morex in all replications at Klamath Falls led

to low numbers of plants per hill plot and consequently

biased yield estimates. It is not likely the altered

competitive relationships within these plots had as

significant an effect on the expression of the other

agronomic traits. Nonetheless, yield data on the parental

lines at this location were not included in Table 2.1. Crop

development at the row plot locations was considered

representative.

Differences in parent and progeny means underscore the

diversity of the environments sampled in these tests.

Plant height values for the parents and progeny were similar

in the hill plot and '91 row plot assessments, but the '92-

row plot means are considerably lower. The difference in

heading date between the hill and row plot experiments is

attributable to differences in planting date, not to

dramatic changes in crop growth attributable to plot type.

There is, of course, no direct comparison possible between

the hill and row plots in terms of grain yield, but in all

cases Steptoe was the highest yielding parent, and the

progeny means were comparable with the Morex parent. The

1,000 kernel weight means were consistently higher in hill
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plots, perhaps reflecting altered patterns of plant

competition. As pointed out earlier, precise determination

of the chromosome location of genes underlying QTL effects

is a complex issue, and there are currently investigations

into the causes of QTL peak shift and amplitude of support

interval in different environments. For the purposes of

this work, peaks with overlapping support intervals, either

within an environment or between environments, are

considered as single QTLs. Significant QTL effects were

found for all traits in all data sets. These are portrayed

graphically in Tables 2.2 for all chromosomes. The markers

defining each interval are listed followed by the observed

percent recombination between them. For each phenotype, the

parent contributing the larger value allele is indicated at

the Wald Peak, where S = Steptoe and M = Morex. The lines

extending from this interval indicate the Wald Support

Interval (WSI).

Numerous plant height QTLs were detected throughout the

genome. On the short arm of chromosome 1, Steptoe

contributed a larger value allele in the '91 row plots that

was not seen in the '92 row plot or hill plot data. On the

long arm of this chromosome, plant height QTLs were detected

in all three data sets. Given the variation in peaks and

support intervals across data sets, the conservative

interpretation is that there is a locus, or there are loci,

in the interval bounded by abg22a and abc310b and that this
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effect was detected in all data sets. On chromosome 2, all

data sets were consistent in identifying QTL with the larger

effect allele contributed by Morex. Again, the resolution

of these effects was such as to preclude definitive mapping

of the underlying loci to exact intervals. A large, well-

defined QTL, where Morex contributed the larger value allele

was equally resolved in all data sets on chromosome 3. No

plant height QTLs were consistently identified on

chromosomes 4 or 5 in the two row plot data sets, nor were

QTL effects detected in the hill plot data. On chromosomes

6 and 7, the row plot data sets both identified poorly-

resolved plant height QTLs that were not identified in the

hill plot assessment. There were no QTLs unique to hill

plot data and no examples of alternative larger value

alleles at QTLs that were common to the two plot types. All

QTLs that were in common to both row plot data sets were

also identified in the hill plot data set.

A similar pattern was observed for QTLs associated with

heading date. No QTL effects were detected in the hill

plots that corresponded to the chromosome 1 effect unique to

the '91 row plot data set. On chromosome 2, the later

maturity alleles contributed by Morex on both chromosome

arms were located to identical peaks in all data sets,

although the WSI varied considerably between plot types. On

chromosome 3, all data sets revealed a larger value allele

contributed by the Steptoe parent, but the region was poorly
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resolved and extended from dor4a to abg4. On the short arm

of chromosome 4, a QTL was detected in both row plot data

sets where Steptoe contributed the favorable allele, and

this effect was not detected in the hill plot data.

Coincident peaks were detected in all data sets between the

two terminal markers on chromosome 4. On chromosomes 5, 6

and 7, no heading date QTLs were common to the two row plot

data sets, and no QTLs were detected using the hill plot

data. As with plant height, there were no QTLs specific to

hill plots. All but one of the effects detected in both row

plot evaluations were similarly detected with the hill plot

data, however the effects unique to each row plot data set

were not detected in the hill plots data. There were no

differences in parents contributing the larger value allele

at any coincident QTL.

QTLs associated with grain yield were considerably more

complex as the only yield QTL detected in the hill plot data

was found on chromosome 3. No effects were detected on

chromosome 4. Effects specific to each row plot data set

were detected on chromosomes 1, 3, 5, 6 and 7. Two

coincident QTLs on chromosome 2 were detected in the row

plot data that were not detected in the hill plot data. The

third yield QTL that was common to the two row plot data

sets was also found in this region. The yield QTL detected

in the two row plot data sets corresponds to the region

where the largest single effect was detected by Hayes et al.
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(1993), and it is the only yield QTL that is revealed in the

QTL analysis of all sixteen environments where this

population has been evaluated (data not shown). The WSI's

for these QTL effects detected in the various data do not

overlap, but those for the hill plots and the '91 row plots

adjoin at the abg471 - dor4a interval. The observed

recombination between these two markers was 19.8*. If this

is considered to be the same QTL in all three data sets

the larger value allele was contributed by Steptoe - then

hill plots were not effective in positioning the peak or

support interval. On the other hand, if this is a distinct

QTL, specific to the hill plot data, it did not directly

correspond to any effects detected in the row plots.

An intriguing pattern of alternative favorable alleles

was seen in the two row plot data sets for QTLs on the long

arm of chromosome 6. In the '91 data set, a grain yield

peak, with Morex contributing the favorable allele, was

detected at the ksudl7- ksua3d interval. In 1992, a QTL peak

was detected in the terminal interval (Nir- Psr154), where

Steptoe contributed the favorable allele. WSI's for these

two intervals overlap. Hayes et al. (1993) found that all

QTL x E interaction in the '91 data was attributable to

changes in magnitude of response rather than alternative

favorable alleles at a locus. Whether or not the distinct

effects detected in the two analyses of row plot data

represent the effects of the same or adjacent QTL is
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currently under investigation. Discussion of coincident

QTLs for 1,000 kernel weight is hampered by the fact that

there was a less extensive data set on row plot performance.

Nonetheless, patterns of expression more closely parallel

those seen for plant height and maturity than for grain

yield. QTLs for this character were found on all

chromosomes except chromosome 1. On chromosome 2, three

regions were identified in the row plot data set, and in all

cases the Steptoe parent contributed the favorable allele.

Overlapping WSI's were found for one of these regions (abg8

- pox) in the row and hill plot data sets.

On chromosome 3, both the hill and row plot data sets

revealed two adjoining QTL peaks (abg471 dor4a and abg396

- abg703a), and in both cases Steptoe contributed the

favorable allele. The general location of these QTLs

corresponds with those for heading date, where Steptoe

contributed the larger value allele, and plant height, where

Morex contributed the larger value, and for grain yield,

where Steptoe contributed the larger value allele. While it

is not the objective of this paper to explore the biological

basis of trait expression, it is worth observing that the

basis of the yield effect in this region may be the later

maturity, higher kernel weight and shorter stature of

Steptoe. On chromosomes 4 and 5 there were again

overlapping support intervals for 1,000 kernel weight in the

two data sets. On chromosome 6, neither of the two QTL
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effects detected in the row plot data were revealed in the

hill plot data. On chromosome 7, there were poorly resolved

QTL effects with Morex contributing the favorable allele,

where WSI's for the two data sets overlapped. There was no

corresponding effect in the hill plot data to the Steptoe

contribution to kernel weight at the Wg908 - abg495a peak.

As with the other traits, no QTLs were detected that were

unique to the hill plots, nor were alternative favorable

alleles detected in the two plot types.
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DISCUSSION

If one assumes that row plot phenotypes are indeed the

best available measure of genotype value and thus the

standard against which hill plots should be measured, then

these data indicate that hill plots are effective for the

traits plant height, heading date and 1,000 kernel weight.

For plant height and heading date, every QTL common to the

two row plot data sets was detected in the hill plot

analyses, and most of the row plot 1,000 kernel weight QTLs

were likewise detected in the hill plot data.

A total of ten QTLs for grain yield were detected in

the two row plot data sets, and three of these were common

to the two data sets. In the hill plot data, only one grain

yield QTL was detected. The support interval for this QTL

effect was adjacent to the support interval for the effect

detected in the row plot data sets, and this was the single

largest yield QTL reported by Hayes et al. (1993),

accounting for a 734 kg/ha mean difference. No QTL effects

were detected that were unique to hill plots, nor were there

any cases of alternative favorable alleles at QTL identified

in both plot types. Thus, although plant competition

relationships are decidedly different in the two plot types,

this does not lead to detectable differences in gene

expression. Experimental error associated with more complex

traits, such as grain yield, in the hill plot experiments
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could account for the reduced power of detecting QTLs and

for the observed shift in the one grain yield QTL that was

detected. If reliable measurement of grain yield in hill

plots requires ten or more replications, as suggested by

Walsh et al. (1976), many of the efficiencies of the

technique that make it initially attractive are negated.

At lower Wald values 5 Wald s 10 and WSI = 5), a

number of plant height, heading date and 1,000 kernel weight

QTLs were detected in hill plots that were significant at

Wald > 10 in the row plot data, and the source of the larger

value QTL allele was consistent across plot types. For

grain yield, however, QTLs detected in row plots at Wald >

10 were not detected in the hill plot data even at less

stringent levels.

These data support the observation of Tragoonrung et

al. (1990) that in evaluations of spring barley germplasm,

the number of lines in common between the two plot types is

greatest for plant height and lowest for grain yield. Thus,

hill plots should be useful for assessing phenotypes such as

plant height, heading date, and 1,000 kernel weight while

assessment of grain yield is best postponed until adequate

seed is available for full row plot assessment.

In terms of QTL detection, the deciding issue may be

the utility of running a multi-replicate experiment for the

assessment of traits such as heading date, when after one

cycle of seed increase sufficient seed is available for full
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row plot assessment. Knapp et al. (1990) demonstrated that

the power of tests of hypotheses about genotype means is the

number of replications of QTL genotypes, not the number of

times each experimental unit is replicated and Hayes et al.

(1993) found that partial replication of 150 lines in row

plot trials was sufficient to detect QTL effects for a

number of agronomic and quality traits in barley.
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Table 2.1 Means of four traits for 100 doubled haploid lines plus Steptoe and Morex. The
data represents 1992 hill plots averaged over two environments and 1991 and 1992
row plots averaged over five environments.

Plant height Heading date Grain yield 1,000 kernel weight
(cm) (days after

january 1)
(gms/hill plot)
(kg / ha)

(gms)

hp 91 92 hp 91 92 hp 91 92 hp 92

DH 103.0 109.0 86.0 149.0 185.0 179.0 62.3 5342 4726 47.7 40.3

Steptoe 99.5 99.0 88.0 148.0 183.0 180.0 75.2 6282 5058 50.5 40.1

Morex 100.0 111.0 95.5 147.0 184.0 179.5 62.5 5731 4140 53.0 41.2

hp = Hill plot data for 1992 averaged over two environments
91 = Row plot data for 1991 averaged over five environments
92 = Row plot data for 1992 averaged over five environments



Table 2.2 Graphical representation of Wald support intervals for significant QTL effects
(Wald z 10) on chromosome 1. Hill plot data for 4 traits is averaged over two
environments, 1991 and 1992 row plot data are averaged over 5 environments. The
parent contributing the favorable allele is denoted in the Wald peaks as S or M
for Steptoe or Morex. Marker intervals in bold indicate centromere location.

Marker interval Plant height Heading date Grain yield 1000 kwgt
recomb. 92 91 92 92 91 92 92 91 92 92 92

hp rp rp hp rp rp hp rp rp hp rp

ABA301 Plc
Plc BCD129
BCD129 Glx
Glx WG789a
WG789a ABG380
ABG380 ABC158
ABC158 ksuAlA
ksuAlA ABC154A
ABC154A Brz
Brz ABC156D
ABC156D ABG22A
ABG22A ABG701
ABG701 ABG11
ABG11 ABC455
ABC455 Amyl
Amy2 Ubil
Ubil ABC310B
ABC310B ABC305
ABC305 PSR129
PSR129 ABG461
ABG461 Cat3

3.4
7.5
8.3
5.5
4.9
7.7
6.1
3.4
7.3
5.8
12.8
3.9
4.4
5.6
6.9
16.1
4.0
6.7
4.9
13.0
19.7

S S

S S

S



Table 2.2 continued. Graphical representation of Wald Support Intervals for
significant QTL effects (Wald k 10) and Wald peaks on chromosome 2.

Marker interval t Plant height Heading date Grain yield 1000 kernel
recomb. 92 91 92 92 91 92 92 91 92 92 92

hp rp rp hp rp rp hp rp rp hp rp

ABG313A ABG703 7.9 S
ABG703 CHS1B 11.0
CHS1B ABG8 7.2
ABG8 RbcS
RbcS ABG2

4.6
11.5 M M M S

ABG2 ABG459 9.0
ABG459 Pox 6.8
Pox Adh8 5.5
Adh8 ABG19 11.7
ABG19 ABC162 6.6
ABC162 ABG14 8.3
ABG14 His3C 10.3
His3C Ksul5 11.9
Ksul5 Crg3A 22.1 M M M M S
Crg3A Gln2 16.4 rI

Gln2 ABC157 7.4
ABC157 ABC165 7.4
ABC165 Pcrl 7.5 M M
Pcrl ABA5 8.6



Table 2.2 continued. Graphical representation of Wald Support Intervals for
significant QTL effects (Wald Z 10) and Wald peaks on chromosome 3.

Heading date Grain yield 1000 kwgt
92 91 92 92 91 92 92 92
hp rp rp hp rp rp hp rp

Marker interval
recomb.

Plant height
92 91 92
hp rp rp

ABA303 ABC171 23.0
ABC171 ABG57 13.5
ABG57 ABG471 3.6
ABG471 DOR4A 19.8
DOR4A ABG396 6.4 M M M
ABG396 ABG703A 9.4
ABG703A PSR156 9.3
PSR156 ABG377 7.6
ABG377 ABG453 10.5
ABG453 ABC307B 10.2
ABC307B CDO113B 12.3
CDO113B His4B 16.9
His4B ABG4 14.1
ABG4 mPub 7.3
mPub ABC174 13.4
ABC174 ABC166 11.6
ABC166 ABC172 11.0

S

S

S

S I

I

S



Table 2.2 continued. Graphical representation of Wald Support Intervals for
significant QTL effects (Wald z 10) and Wald peaks on chromosome

Marker interval * Plant height Heading date Grain yield 1000 kwgt
recomb. 92 91 92 92 91 92 92 91 92 92 92

hp rp rp hp rp rp hp rp rp hp rp

WG622 ABG313B
ABG313B CD0669

10.5
4.6

M
S

CD0669 BCD402B 14.0
BCD402B TubAl 10.3
TubAl ABG3 4.8
ABG3 ABG484 5.4
ABG484 WG464 10.4
WG464 ABG472 15.8
ABG472 ABG500B 16.1
ABG500B ABG397 7.0
ABG397 Bmyl 25.4
Bmyl ksuHll 3.3 S S

4.



Table 2.2 continued. Graphical representation of Wald Support Intervals for
significant QTL effects (Wald z 10) and Wald peaks on chromosome 5.

Marker interval I Plant height Heading date Grain yield 1000 kwgt
recomb. 92 91 92 92 91 92 92 91 92 92 92

hp rp rp hp rp rp hp rp rp hp rp

Aga6 Hor2 2.5
Hor2 Horl 10.5
Horl ABA4 6.6
ABA4 CD099 8.0
CD099 Ical 11.2
Ical ABG500a 7.9
ABG500a ABG494 9.9
ABG494 Glbl 7.6
Glbl ABC160 8.8
ABC160 ABG464 14.7
ABG464 His3b 9.6
His3b iPgd2 16.6
iPgd2 ABG702 12.6
ABG702 ABA2 6.4
ABA2 ABG373 8.3
ABG373 ABG387A 5.3

11

M

S

1



Table 2.2 continued. Graphical representation of Wald Support Intervals for
significant QTL effects (Wald z 10) and Wald peaks on chromosome 6.

Marker interval t Plant height Heading date Grain yield 1000 kwgt
recomb. 92 91 92 92 91 92 92 91 92 92 92

hp rp rp hp rp rp hp rp rp hp rp

PSR167 Nan 6.3
Narl ABG378 5.2
ABG378 Cxp3 9.0
Cxp3 PSR106 16.7
PSR106 ABG387B 4.5
ABG387B ABG458 14.5
ABG458 Rrnl 6.3
Rrnl ABG474 7.1
ABG474 ksuDl7 4.1
ksuD17 ksuA3D 7.3
ksuA3D Nar7 8.7
Nar7 Nir 5.5
Nir PSR154 12.3

M

M



Table 2.2 continued. Graphical representation of Wald Support Intervals for
significant QTL effects (Wald Z 10) and Wald peaks on chromosome

Marker interval t Plant height Heading date Grain yield 1000 kwgt
recomb. 92 91 92 92 91 92 92 91 92 92 92

hp rp rp hp rp rp hp rp rp hp rp

ABC483 ABG705 27.6
ABG705 ABG395 7.9
ABG395 Rrn2 3.6 M
Rrn2 Ltpl 4.5 14 M
Ltpl ABC706
ABC706 Ale

5.8
5.4 14 M

Ale ABC302 10.1 M
ABC302 CDO57B 13.0 M
CDO57B mSrh 5.4 M M
mSrh ABG473 6.5 M

CD0504 WG908 7.7
WG908 ABG495A 8.8
ABG495A ABG496 6.2
ABG496 ABC482 7.4
ABC482 ABG707 7.2
ABG707 ABG463 9.1
ABG463 ABA304 8.6

7.
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